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The Library will be CLOSED Monday, August 5. 
 
Summer Craft Nights: Get creative and enjoy a social outing at your  library. Make a new and 
exciting craft each session. Pick and choose your session, or register for all 4. Summer Craft Nights 
happen Wednesday evenings, 6:30-7:45pm, in the library. Upcoming sessions: 
August 14: Pressed Flower/Leaf Art *FULL 
August 28: Paint Night 
Fee: $5 per session. Please preregister by email (miranda.cl@prl.ab.ca), phone (403.782.3433) or in 
person at the library. This is an adult program. Intermediate craft skills are required.  
 
Read Around the World! Summer Reading Challenge for Adults and Teens!: Challenge your -
self with a literary trip around the world. Read six books set on different continents and win some 
fantastic prizes. Pick up a booklist at the library and get started today! The challenge runs July 10 
through Sept 3! 
 
Book Club: For  our  September  3 meeting we are reading The Rules of Civility by Amor  

Towles. “An irresistible and astonishingly assured debut about working class-women and world-

weary WASPs in 1930s New York…in the crisp, noirish prose of the era, Towles portrays complex 

relationships in a city that is at once melting pot and elitist enclave – and a thoroughly modern hero-

ine who fearlessly claims her place in it.”  

Four Eyes Film Series: Four  Eyes will return in September . In the meantime, we encourage 

yourto check out our independent and world films collection. 

Armchair Travel & Local History: both ser ies will return in September  

Adult Craft Programs: Check out our website for information about our regular and special craft 

programming for adults. Card making, jewellery nights, colouring club, knitting and more! 

Children’s Programs: Our  Summer  Reading Program runs through August 16. See our  web-

site, for more information. Registration for regular fall programs will take place on Wednesday, Sep-

tember 4 at 10am. Call us to visit the library to register. Please be advised that most classes fill with-

in the first half hour. Visit our website for days and times for each age group. 

 

Hours 
 

Monday-Thursday 
10am-8pm 

Friday 
10am-5pm 
Saturday 

10am-5pm 
Sunday & Stat Holidays 

Closed 

 

Library Services 

Free Wi-Fi 

Free public computer use 

Printing 

Faxing 

Scan-to-email 

Photocopying 

Reference Questions 

eBook/Audio downloads 

 

Regular Programs 

Children’s Programs  

Monthly Book Club 

Knitting Club 

Adult Craft Programs 

Independent Film Series 

Local History Presentations 

Armchair Travel Presentations 
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New Book Spotlight 
A selection of our recent acquisitions 

Honestly We Meant Well by Grant Ginder 
The Wright family is in ruins. Sue Ellen Wright has what she thinks is a close-to-perfect life. A terrific job as a 
Classics professor, a loving husband, and a son who is just about to safely leave the nest. But then disaster 
strikes. She learns that her husband is cheating, and that her son has made a complete mess of his life. So, when 
the opportunity to take her family to a Greek island for a month presents itself, she jumps at the chance. This 
sunlit Aegean paradise, with its mountains and beaches is, after all, where she first fell in love with both a man 
and with an ancient culture. Perhaps Sue Ellen’s past will provide the key to her and her family’s salvation. 
With his signature style of biting wit, hilarious characters, and deep emotion, Grant Ginder’s Honestly, We 
Meant Well is a funny, brilliant novel proving that with family, drama always comes with comedy.  
 
 
Bad Axe County by John Galligan  
Fifteen years ago, Heidi White’s parents were shot to death on their Bad Axe County farm. The police declared 
it a murder-suicide and closed the case. But that night, Heidi found the one clue she knew could lead to the 
truth—if only the investigators would listen. Now Heidi White is Heidi Kick, wife of local baseball legend Har-
ley Kick and mother of three small children. She’s also the interim sheriff in Bad Axe. Half the county wants 
Heidi elected but the other half will do anything to keep her out of law enforcement. And as a deadly ice storm 
makes it way to Bad Axe, tensions rise and long-buried secrets climb to the surface. As freezing rain washes 
out roads and rivers flood their banks, Heidi finds herself on the trail of a missing teenaged girl. Clues lead her 
down twisted paths to backwoods stag parties, derelict dairy farms, and the local salvage yard—where the body 
of a different teenage girl has been carefully hidden for a decade. As the storm rages on, Heidi realizes that 
someone is planting clues for her to find, leading her to some unpleasant truths that point to the local baseball 

team and a legendary game her husband pitched years ago. With a murder to solve, a missing girl to save, and a monster to bring to 
justice, Heidi is on the cusp of shaking her community to its core—and finding out what really happened the night her parents died.  

 
Found Drowned by Laurie Glenn Norris  
Based on a true unsolved crime from 1877, Laurie Glenn Norris's debut novel tells the story of two small towns 
linked by the disappearance of a teenage girl. Mary Harney is a dreamy teenager in Cumberland County, Nova 
Scotia, whose ambitions are stifled by her tyrannical grandmother and alcoholic father. When Mary's mother 
becomes ill, an already fragile domestic situation quickly begins to unravel until the October evening when the 
girl goes missing. Across the water on Prince Edward Island we meet Gilbert Bell, whose son finds a body 
washed up on the beach below the family farm. As the community is visited first by the local coroner and then 
by investigators, Glenn Norris paints a fascinating and darkly comic picture of judicial and forensic procedures 
of the time. At once tightly plotted and pensive, the novel travels back to the circumstances that led to Mary's 
disappearance and then back further to the circumstances of her parents' marriage, all the while building toward 
a raucous courtroom finale.           
 
Miso, Tempeh, Natto Other Tasty Ferments: A Step-by-Step Guide to Fermenting Grains and Beans by Kirsten 
K Shockey and 
Christopher Shockey 
Fermentation authors Kirsten and Christopher Shockey explore a whole new realm of probiotic superfoods in 
this in-depth handbook offering accessible, step-by-step techniques for fermenting beans and grains in the home 
kitchen. The Shockeys expand beyond the basic components of traditionally Asian protein-rich ferments to in-
clude not only soybeans and wheat, but also chickpeas, black-eyed peas, lentils, barley, sorghum, millet, quinoa, 
and oats. Their ferments feature creative combinations such as ancient grains tempeh, hazelnut–cocoa 
nib tempeh, millet koji, sea island red pea miso, and heirloom cranberry bean miso. Once the ferments are mas-
tered, there are more than 50 additional recipes for using them in condiments, dishes, and desserts. 

For enthusiasts enthralled by the flavor possibilities and the health benefits of fermenting, this book opens up a new world of possi-
bilities.  

 
King’s Evil by Andrew Taylor  
London 1667. In the Court of Charles II, it’s a dangerous time to be alive – a wrong move may lead to disgrace, 
exile or death. The discovery of a body at Clarendon House, the palatial home of one of the highest courtiers in 
the land, could therefore have catastrophic consequences. James Marwood, a traitor’s son, is ordered to cover up 
the murder. But the dead man is Edward Alderley, the cousin of one of Marwood’s acquaintances. Cat Lovett 
had every reason to want her cousin dead. Since his murder, she has vanished, and all the evidence points to her 
as the killer. Marwood is determined to clear Cat’s name and discover who really killed Alderley. But time is 
running out for everyone. If he makes a mistake, it could threaten not only the government but the King him-
self… 



Adult Fiction 
 
Margaret Atwood - The Testaments 
C.J. Box - Bitterroots 
Kira Jane Buxton - Hollow Kingdom 
Jillian Cantor - In Another Time 
Katherine Center - Things You Save in a Fire 
Clare Clark - In the Full Light of the Sun 
Ann Cleeves - Wild Fire 
Harlan Coben - Run Away 
Ben Coes - The Russian 
Katherine Collette - The Helpline 
Trent Dalton - Boy Swallows Universe 
Kate Davies - In at the Deep End 
Kathryn Davis - The Silk Road 
Melissa de la Cruz - The Birthday Girl 
Nicole Dennis-Benn - Patsy 
Robert Disdale - The Toymakers 
Meg Donohue - You, Me and the Sea 
Janet Fitch - Chimes of a Lost Cathedral 
Nina George - The Book of Dreams 
Rabeah Ghaffari - To Keep the Sun Alive 
Philippa Gregory - Tidelands 
Martha Grimes - The Old Success 
James Grippando - The Girl in the Glass Box 
Mark Haddon - The Porpoise 
Kristin Harmel - The Winemaker’s Wife 
Jane Harper - The Lost Man  
Karen Harper - Dark Storm 
Joanne M. Harris -The Blue Salt Road 
Edwin Hill - Little Comfort  
Ruth Hogan - Queenie Malone’s Paradise Hotel 
Maria Hummel - Still Lives 
Conn Iggulden - The Way Home 
Ma Jian - China Dream 
Sarah Jio - All the Flowers in Paris 
Daniel Kalla - We All Fall Down 
Vaseem Khan - Murder at the Grand Raj Palace 
Jonathan Kellerman - The Wedding Guest 
Karen Kelly - Bethlehem 
Martha Hall Kelly - Lost Roses  
Khaled Khalifa - Death is Hard Work  
Marc Levy - The Last of the Stanfields 
Roselle Lim - Natalie Fan’s Book of Luck and Fortune 
Sara Lovestam - The Truth Behind the Lie 
Nathan Makaryk - Nottingham 
Bianca Marais - If You Want to Make God Laugh 
Elisabeth Norebäck - Tell Me You’re Mine 
Graham Norton - A Keeper 
Ann O’Brien  - A Tapestry of Treason  
Helen Oyeyemi - Gingerbread 
E.R. Ramzipoor - The Ventriloquists 
Ian Rankin - In a House of Lies 
Heather Redmond - Grave Expectations 
Peter Robinson - Many Rivers to Cross 
Maurice Carlos Ruffin - We Cast a Shadow 
Yrsa Sigurdardottir - The Absolution 

 
 
Nicholas Sparks - Every Breath 
Ali Smith - Spring 
Danielle Steel - Lost and Found 
Olga Tokarczuk - Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the 
Dead 
Ruth Ware - The Turn of the Key 

 
 

Coming Soon! 
The following titles are currently on order. 
Place your request today online, or in person at the Library 



On the same page 
Discover new books & authors 

The Fourteenth Century 
 
A Parliament of Spies by Cassandra Clark 
Abbess Hildegard may consider herself just a nun with no useful skills or connections, yet her loyalty and intelli-
gence have brought her to the attention of King Richard II himself - not the safest place to be, when the king has ene-
mies on all sides. As Hildegard wrestles with her role as a spy in the parliament that is hastily gathering at Westmin-
ster, Cassandra Clark's A Parliament of Spies shows us the human side of history. 
 
 
 
 
The Tenth Chamber by Glenn Cooper 
Abbey of Ruac, rural France: A medieval script is discovered hidden behind an antique bookcase. Badly damaged, it 
is sent to Paris for restoration, and there literary historian Hugo Pineau begins to read the startling fourteenth-century 
text. Within its pages lies a fanciful tale of a painted cave and the secrets it contains - and a rudimentary map show-
ing its position close to the abbey. Intrigued, Hugo enlists the help of archaeologist Luc Simard and the two men go 
exploring. When they discover a vast network of prehistoric caves, buried deep within the cliffs, they realise that 
they've stumbled across something extraordinary. And at the very core of the labyrinth lies the most astonishing 
chamber of all, just as the manuscript chronicled. Aware of the significance of their discovery, they set up camp with 
a team of experts, determined to bring their find to the world. But as they begin to unlock the ancient secrets the 
cavern holds, they find themselves at the centre of a dangerous game. One 'accidental' death leads to another. And it 

seems that someone will stop at nothing to protect the enigma of the tenth chamber ...   
 
Cathedral of the Sea by Ildefonso Falcones  
The city of Barcelona is at its moment of greatest prosperity; has grown towards the Ribera, the humble neighbor-
hood of fishermen, whose inhabitants decide to build, with the money of some and the effort of others, the largest 
Maria cathedral ever known. A construction that moves parallel to the hazardous story of Arnau, son of a peasant 
serf, who flees from the abuses of his feudal lord and takes refuge in Barcelona, where he becomes a citizen and, 
with it, a free man. While his best friend and adopted brother Joan studies to become a priest, young Arnau becomes 
a member of the guild of the stone-workers, soldier and moneychanger. A strenuous life which leads him from the 
misery of the fugitive to nobility and wealth. But with this privileged position he also gets the envy of his peers, who 
devise a sordid plot that puts his life in the hands of the Inquisition. He finds himself face-to-face with his own 
brother. Will he lose his life just as his beloved Cathedral of the Sea is finally completed?     
 
Katherine by Anya Seton 
This classic romance novel tells the true story of the love affair that changed history—that of Katherine Swynford 
and John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, the ancestors of most of the British royal family. Set in the vibrant 14th cen-
tury of Chaucer and the Black Death, the story features knights fighting in battle, serfs struggling in poverty, and the 
magnificent Plantagenets—Edward III, the Black Prince, and Richard II—who ruled despotically over a court rotten 
with intrigue. Within this era of danger and romance, John of Gaunt, the king’s son, falls passionately in love with 
the already married Katherine. Their well-documented affair and love persist through decades of war, adultery, mur-
der, loneliness, and redemption. This is an epic novel of conflict, cruelty, and untamable love.   
 
 
 
 
The Unquiet Bones by Melvin R. Starr  
Hugh of Singleton, fourth son of a minor knight, has been educated as a clerk, usually a prelude to taking holy or-
ders. However, he feels no real calling—despite his lively faith—and he turns to the profession of surgeon, training 
in Paris, and then hanging his sign in Oxford. Soon after, a local lord asks Hugh de Singleton to track the killer of a 
young woman whose bones have been found in the castle cesspool. Through his medical knowledge, Singleton iden-
tifies her as the impetuous missing daughter of a local blacksmith. The young man she loved—whom she had pro-
voked very publicly—is quickly arrested and sentenced at Oxford. But this is just the beginning of the tale.  The 
story of Singleton's adventure unfolds with realistic medical procedures, droll medieval wit, romantic distractions.  
 

 



What We’re Reading  
Staff Picks 

Amy 
Run Hide Repeat: A Memoir of Fugitive Childhood by Pauline Dakin 
Pauline Dakin spent her childhood on the run. Without warning, her mother twice uprooted her and her brother, moving thousands 
of miles away from family and friends. Disturbing events interrupt their outwardly normal life: break-ins, car thefts, even physical 
attacks on a family friend. Many years later, her mother finally revealed they'd been running from the Mafia and were receiving 
protection from a covert anti-organized crime task force.  But the truth was even more bizarre. Gradually, Dakin's fears give way to 
suspicion. She puts her journalistic training to work and discovers that the Mafia threat was actually an elaborate web of lies.  As 
she revisits her past, Dakin uncovers the human capacity for betrayal and deception, and the power of love to forgive.  Run, Hide, 
Repeat is a memoir of a childhood steeped in unexplained fear and menace. Gripping and suspenseful, it moves from Dakin's un-
easy acceptance of her family's dire situation to bewildered anger. As compelling and twisted as a thriller, Run Hide Repeat is an 
unforgettable portrait of a family under threat, and the resilience of family bonds.   
 

Carol 
Where the Heart Is by Billie Letts  
Talk about unlucky sevens. An hour ago, seventeen-year-old, seven months pregnant Novalee Nation was heading for California 
with her boyfriend. Now she finds herself stranded at a Wal-Mart in Sequoyah, Oklahoma, with just $7.77 in change. But Novalee 
is about to discover hidden treasures in this small Southwest town--a group of down-to-earth, deeply caring people willing to help a 
homeless, jobless girl living secretly in a Wal-Mart. From Bible-thumping blue-haired Sister Thelma Husband to eccentric librarian 
Forney Hull who loves Novalee more than she loves herself, they are about to take her--and you, too--on a moving, funny, and un-
forgettable journey.    
   

Emma Joy 
You by Caroline Kepnes 
When a beautiful aspiring writer strides into the East Village bookstore where Joe Goldberg works, he does what anyone would do: 
he Googles the name on her credit card. There is only one Guinevere Beck in New York City. She has a public Facebook account 
and Tweets incessantly, telling Joe everything he needs to know: she is simply Beck to her friends, she went to Brown University, 
she lives on Bank Street, and she’ll be at a bar in Brooklyn tonight—the perfect place for a “chance” meeting. As Joe invisibly and 
obsessively takes control of Beck’s life, he orchestrates a series of events to ensure Beck finds herself in his waiting arms. Moving 
from stalker to boyfriend, Joe transforms himself into Beck’s perfect man, all while quietly removing the obstacles that stand in 
their way—even if it means murder. A terrifying exploration of how vulnerable we all are to stalking and manipulation, debut au-
thor Caroline Kepnes delivers a razor-sharp novel for our hyper-connected digital age.      
 

Julie 
Midnight at the Bright Ideas Bookstore by Matthew Sullivan  
Lydia Smith lives her life hiding in plain sight. A clerk at the Bright Ideas bookstore, she keeps a meticulously crafted existence 
among her beloved books, eccentric colleagues, and the BookFrogs—the lost and lonely regulars who spend every day marauding 
the store’s overwhelmed shelves. But when Joey Molina, a young, beguiling BookFrog, kills himself in the bookstore’s upper room, 
Lydia’s life comes unglued. Always Joey’s favorite bookseller, Lydia has been bequeathed his meager worldly possessions. Trin-
kets and books; the detritus of a lonely, uncared for man. But when Lydia flips through his books she finds them defaced in ways 
both disturbing and inexplicable. They reveal the psyche of a young man on the verge of an emotional reckoning. And they seem to 
contain a hidden message. What did Joey know? And what does it have to do with Lydia? As Lydia untangles the mystery of Joey’s 
suicide, she unearths a long buried memory from her own violent childhood. Details from that one bloody night begin to circle 
back. Her distant father returns to the fold, along with an obsessive local cop, and the Hammerman, a murderer who came into Lyd-
ia’s life long ago and, as she soon discovers, never completely left.  
 

Kirstin 
Bookworm: A Memoir of Childhood Reading by Lucy Mangan  
On the morning of April 29, 1986, a fire alarm sounded in the Los Angeles Public Library. As the moments passed, the patrons and 
staff who had been cleared out of the building realized this was not the usual fire alarm. The fire was disastrous: it reached 2000 
degrees and burned for more than seven hours.  In the end it had consumed four hundred thousand books and damaged seven hun-
dred thousand more. More than thirty years later, the mystery remains: Did someone purposefully set fire to the library—and if so, 
who? Weaving her lifelong love of books and reading into an investigation of the fire, Orlean delivers a mesmerizing and uniquely 
compelling book that manages to tell the broader story of libraries and librarians in a way that has never been done before.  
 



Mary 
Don’t Eat Me by Colin Cotterill 
Dr. Siri Paiboun, the 75-year-old ex-national coroner of Laos, may have more experience dissecting bodies than making art, but now 
that he’s managed to smuggle a fancy movie camera into the country, he devises a plan to shoot a Lao adaptation of War and Peace 
with his friend Civilai. The only problem? The Ministry of Culture must approve the script before they can get rolling. That, and they 
can’t figure out how to turn on the camera. Meanwhile, the skeleton of a woman has appeared under the Anusawari Arch in the mid-
dle of the night. Siri puts his directorial debut on hold and assists his friend Phosy, the newly promoted Senior Police Inspector, with 
the ensuing investigation. Though the death of the unknown woman seems to be recent, the flesh on her corpse has been picked off in 
places as if something—or someone—has been gnawing on the bones. The plot Siri and his friends uncover involves much more than 
a single set of skeletal remains.    

 
Melvyn 
One Good Turn: A Natural History of the Screwdriver and the Screw by Witold Rybczynski  
One Good Turn is a story starring Archimedes, who invented the water screw and introduced the helix, and Leonardo, who sketched a 
machine for carving wood screws. It is a story of mechanical discovery and genius that takes readers from ancient Greece to car de-
sign in the age of American industry. Rybczynski writes an ode to the screw, without which there would be no telescope, no micro-
scope -- in short, no enlightenment science. One of our finest cultural and architectural historians, Rybczynski renders a graceful, 
original, and engaging portrait of the tool that changed the course of civilization.    
 

Miranda 
Americanah by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie  
Ifemelu and Obinze are young and in love when they depart military-ruled Nigeria for the West. Beautiful, self-assured Ifemelu heads 
for America, where despite her academic success, she is forced to grapple with what it means to be black for the first time. Quiet, 
thoughtful Obinze had hoped to join her, but with post-9/11 America closed to him, he instead plunges into a dangerous, undocument-
ed life in London. Fifteen years later, they reunite in a newly democratic Nigeria, and reignite their passion—for each other and for 
their homeland.       

 
Morgan 
King of Scars by Leigh Bardugo  
Nikolai Lantsov has always had a gift for the impossible. No one knows what he endured in his country’s bloody civil war—and he 
intends to keep it that way. Now, as enemies gather at his weakened borders, the young king must find a way to refill Ravka’s coffers, 
forge new alliances, and stop a rising threat to the once-great Grisha Army. Yet with every day a dark magic within him grows strong-
er, threatening to destroy all he has built. With the help of a young monk and a legendary Grisha Squaller, Nikolai will journey to the 
places in Ravka where the deepest magic survives to vanquish the terrible legacy inside him. He will risk everything to save his coun-
try and himself. But some secrets aren’t meant to stay buried—and some wounds aren’t meant to heal. (Note: Morgan highly recom-
mends anything written by Leigh Bardugo) 
 

Sharon 
The Spies of Shilling Lane by Jennifer Ryan  
Mrs. Braithwaite, self-appointed queen of her English village, finds herself dethroned, despised, and dismissed following her hus-
band’s selfish divorce petition. Never deterred, the threat of a family secret being revealed sets her hot-foot to London to find the only 
person she has left—her clever daughter Betty, who took work there at the first rumbles of war. But when she arrives, Betty’s land-
lord, the timid Mr. Norris, informs her that Betty hasn’t been home in days--with the chaos of the bombs, there’s no telling what 
might have befallen her. Aghast, Mrs. Braithwaite sets her bullish determination to the task of finding her only daughter. Storming 
into the London Blitz, Mrs. Braithwaite drags the reluctant Mr. Norris along as an unwitting sidekick as they piece together Betty’s 
unexpectedly chaotic life. As she is thrown into the midst of danger and death, Mrs. Braithwaite is forced to rethink her old-fashioned 
notions of status, class, and reputation, and to reconsider the question that’s been puzzling her since her world overturned: How do 
you measure the success of your life?  
 

Victoria 
The Unhoneymooners by Christina Lauren  
The acclaimed artist Brom brilliantly displays his multiple extraordinary talents in The Child Thief—a spellbinding re-imagining of 
the beloved Peter Pan story that carries readers through the perilous mist separating our world from the realm of Faerie. Brom takes a 
classic children’s tale and turns it inside-out, painting a Neverland that is darker, richer, more complex than innocent world J.M. Bar-
rie originally conceived. An ingeniously executed literary feat, illustrated with Brom’s sumptuous artwork, The Child Thief is con-
temporary fantasy at its finest—casting Peter Pan, the Lost Boys, even Captain Hook and his crew in a breathtaking new light.  



Highlights from our Special Film Collection 

Film Picks 

Don't Worry, He Won't Get Far on Foot, directed by Gus Van Sant. John Callahan has a lust for life, a talent 
for off-color jokes, and a drinking problem. When an all-night bender ends in a catastrophic car accident, the 
last thing he intends to do is give up drinking. But when he reluctantly enters treatment -with encouragement 
from his girlfriend (Rooney Mara) and a charismatic sponsor (Jonah Hill) -Callahan discovers a gift for draw-
ing edgy, irreverent newspaper cartoons that develop an international following and grant him a new lease on 
life. Based on a true story, this poignant, insightful and often funny drama about the healing power of art is 
adapted from Callahan's autobiography.  
 
 
 
 
The Hate U Give, directed by George Tillman Jr. Starr Carter is constantly switching between two worlds: 
the poor, mostly black, neighborhood where she lives and the rich, mostly white, prep school she attends. The 
uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood 
best friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer. Now, facing pressures from all sides of the community, 
Starr must find her voice and stand up for what's right. The Hate U Give is based on the critically acclaimed 
bestselling novel by Angie Thomas . Rated 97% fresh by critics on rottentomatoes.com 
 
 
 
 
 
The Seagull, directed by John M. Maclean. One summer at a lakeside Russian estate, friends and family 
gather for a weekend in the countryside. While everyone is caught up in passionately loving someone who 
loves somebody else, a tragicomedy unfolds about art, fame, human folly, and the eternal desire to live a pur-
poseful life. Adapted from Anton Chekhov's classic play, The Seagull explores, with comedy and melan-
choly, the obsessive nature of love, the tangled relationships between parents and children, and the trans-
cendent value and psychic toll of art. Starring Saoirse Ronan and Annette Bening 
 
 
 
 
The Miseducation of Cameron Post, directed by Desiree Akhavan. Cameron Post (Chloë Grace Moretz) 
looks the part of a perfect high school girl. But after she's caught with another girl in the back seat of a car 
on prom night, Cameron is quickly shipped off to a conversion therapy center that treats teens "struggling 
with same-sex attraction." At the facility, Cameron is subjected to outlandish discipline, dubious "de-gaying" 
methods, and earnest Christian rock songs-but this unusual setting also provides her with an unlikely gay 
community. For the first time, Cameron connects with peers, and she's able to find her place among fellow 
outcasts. Based on the novel by Emily M. Danforth. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

August Spotlight 
From the Bookshelf 

Source: rottentomatoes.com 



uly had sped by and 
the kingdom was 
being treated to 
some long awaited 
sunshine.  The crops 

were thriving and the subject’s gar-
dens were producing excellent veg-
etables.   The Royal Library had 
been very busy during the rainy 
month of July with the subjects 
reading more than usual for the 
summer.  This month I will endeav-
or to educate you, the reader, on a 
sport that often goes unnoticed.  For 
the last few years I have started to 
ride my bike more often and, along 
with this I have watched, with growing interest, the Tour de 
France.  This is one of the most grueling races in one of the 
most grueling sports on the planet.  
 
Lady Christina was already working on the budget for the 
Royal Library.  She was also enjoying the local rode-
os.  Tour fact:  The first Tour de France was held in 
1903.  This race is three weeks long and includes racing 
through the Pyrenees mountains and the Alps. 
 
Lady Sharon had returned from her trip across the pond and 
reported an excellent visit although the jet lag hit her hard on 
her return.  Tour fact:  The Tour is over 3300 kilometres 
long and is divided into 21 stages. 
 
Lady Mary was very, very busy with the summer reading 
program.  The children were really participating in the read-
ing challenges and contests.  Tour fact:  The average cyclist 
will burn 4000-5000 calories on each stage of the tour.  This 
is equivalent to 252 double cheeseburgers. 
 
Lady Miranda had enjoyed a wonderful holiday on the west 
coast with her family and had even seen whales from the 
ferry.  She was hosting some very beautiful craft classes 
throughout the summer.  Tour fact:   The average pedal revo-
lution of the cyclists is 90 per minute.  (I’m a little slower 
than that). 
 
Wizard Melvyn, a devoted fan, had followed the Tour de 
France, and felt this year’s race was one of the best ev-
er. Tour fact:  Around 800 tires are replaced during the race. 
 
Lady Victoria was a great help in the Royal library.  She was 
excellent at assisting with special events, like the book 
sale.   Tour fact:  Around 3.5 billion people watch the race 
on TV each year.  Approximately 12 million people are 
watching along the race route. 
 
Lady Kirstin was enjoying the fruits of her gardening la-
bors.  Unfortunately this scribe has not had adequate time to 
converse with Lady Kirstin and I hope the gardening as-
sumption is accurate.  Tour fact:  The fastest average speed 
on the Tour was 41.7 kilometres per hour in 2005 up slightly 
from 22.5 in 1909. 
 
 

Lady Amy was adjusting well to 
her new library duties.  She was 
also enjoying working in her 
yard.  Tour fact:  In 1920 competi-
tors shared cigarettes while riding, 
as it was believed at the time to 
help “open up the lungs for the 
climbs”. 
 
Lady Julie had returned from her 
holidays in the Yukon, reporting an 
excellent time.  I’m sure her faith-
ful dog was glad to return to their 
morning walks.  Tour fact:  This is 
a very dangerous race and three 
riders have died while rac-

ing.  More than 20 spectators have died as well.  Other inju-
ries are too numerous to mention and many riders continue 
racing with broken bones. 
 
Lady Emma Joy is still determined to go to the institution of 
higher learning regardless of this scribe’s begging her to re-
consider.  She will be done the middle of August and the 
ladies will miss her.  Tour fact:  Until 1937 riders had to get 
off their bikes to switch gears because bikes did not have a 
derailleur before then. 
 
Lady Carol had been filling in for Lady Julie while she was 
on holidays.  She had also been a great support to Lady Mor-
gan and Lady Mary in their endeavors to make crafts for the 
children’s programs.  Tour fact:  Eddy Merckx is considered 
the greatest cyclist of all time, winning 5 Tour de France 
titles. 
 
Lady Morgan was very busy managing to help Lady Mary 
immensely, barrel racing at the rodeos, and volunteering for 
a vet clinic and the SPCA.  Tour fact:  In 1926 the Tour de 
France was 17 stages for 5745 km., the longest tour in histo-
ry. 
 
Perhaps next July more people will watch this event and its 
incredible athletes.  In the meantime, come to the Royal Li-
brary and find a book to help peak your interest in something 
that you want to learn about.  The non-fiction section is call-
ing your name. 
 
 
 

Written by your loyal scribe, 

Lady Miss Mary 
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